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The Amanyara Experience
Where soft, sandy beaches meet the deep,
alluring waters of the Atlantic. Providenciales
sleeps quietly; an island solace in the Turks and
Caicos archipelago.
Welcome to Amanyara, on the isolated west
coast. Where luscious parkland brimming with
wildlife meets a hub for on-the-water activity on
one of the Caribbean’s most pristine and private
kilometers of sand. A gateway for exploration and
a temple of seclusion; whether horse-riding along
the coastline, driving the island roads in your own
SUV or spending a day at sea on a private yacht
charter.

A coastal wonderland
Nestled in a turquoise waters of Turks and Caicos,
Amanyara offers voyages of discovery in every direction.

Please find your own adventure over the coming
pages which showcase the best the island has
to offer. While guests are encouraged to explore
Amanyara’s verdant landscapes as they wish,
the Amanyara team are on-hand to help with
your custom itinerary, tailored to your personal
preferences.
Advance booking is recommended
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Amanyara Private Drive
For up to four guests, visit the island’s hot spots
by car accompanied by one of Amanyara’s
dedicated team members who will remain on
hand for to provide local expertise along the way.
Shop for local keepsakes, go underwater at one of
the island’s best snorkeling sites or dress up and
indulge in a fine-dining dinner. Amanyara’s private
drives are the safest and most convenient way to
uncover Providenciales.

Adventures on Land
While Amanyara’s waters and sands might be
your first port of call, the region is rich in nature
providing a grounding start to your journey on
land. With plenty to discover off the water –
there’s more to Amanyara than meets the eye.
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Amanyara Signature Island Tour
Experience all the hotspots with Amayara’s
Signature Providenciales Island Tour. First, take a
trip to the largest sinkhole over water in Turks and
Caicos - a fascinating geological site to marvel.
Next, catch your breath, with the opportunity to
relax on the magnificent Grace Bay Beach with
seven-miles of uninterrupted sands before taking
a stroll around the Salt Mills area where duty-free
and souvenir shopping provides an afternoon of
entertainment.
Finally, make a stop at the Cheshire Hall, a 200year old historic cotton plantation which provides
a cultural immersion to end a day of discovery in
Providenciales.

Horse Riding
There are fewer more romantic ways to
experience the island than horse-back riding.
Travel across the sands and into shallow waters
making unforgettable memories along the way.
Ride along winding pathways and traverse the
island’s secluded beaches to the sound of the soft
breeze of Providenciales.
Location: Long Bay Beach or Malcolm Beach
Schedule: 9:30am or 3:00pm (Winter) / 9:30am
or 3:30pm (Summer) from Mondays through
Fridays.
Self-Exploration
What better way to experience all the 38 square
miles of Providenciales has to offer, than by
heading off-the-beaten track in an SUV made for
adventure. Take to the open roads, stopping along
the way to immerse oneself in local culture, or
photograph the wildlife you’ll spot along the way.
For those wishing to take a self-powered journey,
electric bicycles provide an easy, eco-friendly
alternative. Both SUVs and bicycles are available
through Amanyara’s rental partners. Routes can
also be advised.
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Clubhouse Tennis
Amanyara’s four clay Har-tru tennis courts are
available for both play both by day and night.
Start your day with an exhilarating round.
Tennis balls, rackets and shoes are provided
complimentary.

Te n n i s & G o l f
Whether it’s an early morning round to awaken the body
or an afternoon of entertainment with friends, those seeking
a little wellness in their daily routine can find it through tennis,
golf or at the Amanyara Clubhouse.
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Tennis Lessons with Rue Galero
A Certified Level 1 TELOSTM Tennis Professional,
Rue has discovered new levels of satisfaction
and success teaching Peter’s TELOS™ Tennis
Curriculum and is on hand to share his knowledge
with guests of all ages and levels.

Golf
Provo Golf Course provides lush fairways
and immaculate greens on which to play an
exhilarating round. Consistently appearing in the
Top 10 Golf Courses in the Caribbean, the course
is an 18-hole championship course noted for a
challenging round while maintaining a quick pace.
With four sets of tees for golfers of all abilities,
the course also offers premium Tailor-Made golf
clubs for rental, a full-service pro-shop, practice
chipping and putting areas and warm up driving
nets. When the game is over, Fairways Bar and
Grill provides the opportunity for a post-play
debrief and well-earned refreshments. Just
30-minues drive from Amanyara, Provo Golf Club
is open year-round from 7am ‘until dusk.
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Adventures from the Beach
Amanyara’s pristine, white-sand beach is the
perfect base for an afternoon of activities on the water
without venturing further afield. All the activities listed
on this page are complimentary for guests, with the
B e a c h Te a m o n h a n d t o a s s i s t w i t h a n y r e q u e s t s .

Stand Up Paddleboarding
Perfect for Amanyara’s calm waters during
the summer months or a more adventurous
ride during the winter, paddleboards are freely
available for guest use from the beach. Beginners
instructions are also offered – don’t hesitate to
ask for a lesson and soon you’ll be free to explore
the shores.
Seabob
Dive, twist and speed along Amanyara’s tropical
coastline to explore the underwater world by our
motorized SeaBobs. Enjoy riding solo or take a
60-minute guided tour for up to two persons.
Seabobs are not suitable for those who are
pregnant, have neck or back injuries or are aged
under seven.
Kayaking
Amanyara has both single and tandem kayaks
available for guests’ use. The shores of Malcolm’s
Beach and the adjacent iron-shore coastline
provide a picturesque backdrop for kayaking with
many coves, inlets and deserted beaches for
guests to explore.
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Hobie Cat Sailing
Enjoy the cool breeze of the coastline on
Amanyara’s Hobie Cat sail boats where our
beach team are ready and waiting to show you
the ropes. After an introductory lesson, use of the
Hobie Cats is complimentary.
House Reef Snorkeling
Just a five minute boat ride from Amanyara’s
beach, the reef nearby provides an afternoon of
exploration within the Northwest Point Marine
National Park where the water ranges from
two - 12 feet deep. Join the beach club team
aboard Amanyara’s snorkel boat to discover
an underwater world that species of vibrant
coral and beautiful tropical fish call their home.
Complimentary trips are available at 10.00, 11.15
and 14.00. Reservations are required 60-minutes
prior to departure. Private trips are available for
up to six guests.
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A d v e n t u re s o n t h e Wa t e r
Amanyara offers a gateway to exploring the
c a p t i v a t i n g Tu r k s a n d C a i c o s c o a s t l i n e - i t s c r y s t a l
waters and secret sleepy shores just waiting to
be discovered.
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Kite Safaris
The aptly named Down-Winder Kite Board Safari
is perfect for groups of one to four guests. A
guided tour taking approximately three to four
hours, the adventure starts at Leeward Point or
Long Bay and includes two hours of flight time
alongside much needed refreshments on board.

Based at Shore Club in Long Bay, private
lessons are available for kite boarders of all
ages. Alternate locations can be arranged
by the instructor dependent on conditions.
Transportation from Grace Bay area is included.
Supervised practice for those seeking to improve
their technique or take their beginners lesson to
the next level can also be arranged.

Kite Boarding
For those seeking an adrenalin hit on the water,
Big Blue Unlimited provide Kite Boarding lessons
with experienced IKO certified instructors.
Soar along the island’s dramatic coastline with
equipment provided for all lessons and available
to rent for certified or experienced riders.
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Private Dive Charters
Diving without time constraints, Private Dive Charters
allow guests to experience sites less visited on their
own schedule. Small groups benefit from intimate dive
vessels, which provide divers with ample flexibility
and comfort to make the most out of any underwater
adventure.

Swimming Lessons & Coaching
SURFside Ocean Academy is the first established
swimming school in Turks and Caicos. A TCI
national affiliate, it offers scheduled swim classes
year-round and special outreach swim programs
on Provo (Youth Centre), North Caicos and Grand
Turk.

Visit the best sites while experiencing long dives and
refreshments. Beginners are also able to complete their
DSD (PADI Discover Scuba) while on a private charter.

Private, semi-private and group lessons are
available for aged three months upwards, from
non-swimmer to advanced. Lessons can also be
offered at Amanyara from a visiting coach in the
main pool, sea or within the privacy of your own
villa.

Full Day Freediving Experience
Take to the water on a journey of self-discovery with
freediving expert, Samantha Kildegaard. Surrounded
by the paradisical waters of Amanyara, the experience
offers a truly revitalising experience for body and mind,
encouraging full relaxation through the art of breath
holding. Descending into the ocean on a single breath
of air without any breathing apparatus, freediving
allows you to experience the water in a completely
different way. The full day programme challenges the
diver to let go and embrace the present moment and is
available to guests of all ages and skill levels.
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Diving
Home to the third largest barrier reef in the world,
experience the best marine life in Turks and
Caicos with Big Blue Collective.

Diving Sites
Northwest Point is a protected Marine Park
famous for its steep walls. Starting at 40ft/12m
at the top of the wall it drops off several thousand
feet into the blue. It is also an excellent training
area.
West Caicos is in a protected Marine Park and
offers some excellent diving. It boasts an aweinspiring wall that starts at 50ft/15m alongside
the possibility of sighting eagle rays, reef sharks
and turtles.
Ideal for advanced divers, French Cay’s wall starts
at 50ft/15m and showcases outstanding sea life
with a chance of encountering reef sharks and
eagle rays. The walls host an estimated 80%
coral cover and supports many species of marine
life.

At Grace Bay, depth starts at 30ft/9m, drops over
the mini wall to 100ft/30m and is characterized
by spur and groove formation. It provides
excellent, easy diving with an opportunity to see
schooling fish, reef sharks and turtles.
Dive Courses
Big Blue Unlimited provides high quality dive
instruction on a private or semi-private basis.
Instructors teach through the PADI agency, a
globally respected organization. The most popular
courses are Discover Scuba Diving (DSD), PADI
Open Water, PADI Advanced Open Water and
NITRO.
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Eco Experiences
Amanyara’s proximity to the Frenchman’s Creek
N a t u r e R e s e r v e a n d t h e I s l a n d o f We s t C a i c o s
make it an ideal based for fully customisable,
private eco-tours.

Kayak Eco-Tour
Kayaking alongside an experienced guide, explore
the serene mangrove habitats while learning all
about the nursery grounds, marine life, birds and
coastal ecology before taking an unforgettable trip
to the Iguana Sanctuary. When the exploration
is done, relax on one of the beautiful beaches
nearby; a dip in the crystal waters will provide an
idyllic ending to a day of discovery. Beginners are
welcome.
Duration: 7-8 hours.
Stand-Up Paddle Boarding Eco-Tour
There are few better ways to experience the ecosystems of Amanyara than via paddleboard. Get up
close and personal with the mangrove wetlands,
home to a variety of marine and bird wildlife,
while learning about these spectacular natural
surroundings from the tour’s experienced guides.
The adventure leaves from the Big Blue base at the
Leeward Marina. Minimum age 12 recommended.
Duration: 2 hours.
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Frenchman’s Creek Eco-Tour
Explore the mysterious mangrove wetlands
and remote beaches of Frenchman’s Creek
Nature Reserve which lies to the south of
Amanyara. Watch out for marine and birdlife that
frequent the area before indulging in lunch on a
spectacular beach nearby.
Duration: 3-4 hours.
Nature Walk
Discover the island’s flora, fauna and migratory
birds in the forest and along the shoreline, then
enjoy a private picnic on our secluded deck above
the sea. Alongside Amanyara’s nature guide,
guests will learn about various types of plants,
animals and flowers – from the Butterfly Pea to
the Spiney Cactus – before arriving at the beach.
Overlooking a picture-perfect cove, on a secluded
stretch of coastline, a simple wooden deck makes
the ideal place for refuelling.

Heart of the Island Eco-Tour
Travel to the charming islands of North and Middle
Caicos by boat before continuing the adventure
on land and exploring the cultural heart of the
Caicos Islands. Visit plantation ruins, limestone
cave systems and soak up the views at the famous
Mudjin Harbour beach, where waterfront eateries
serve fresh local seafood. For guests wishing to
continue the journey on two wheels, a biking
adventure on North Caicos is also available.
Duration: 7-8 hours.
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Activities for Children
a n d Te e n a g e r s
With activities and facilities to appeal to all ages, Amanyara is a
destination where family memories are made. Share unforgettable
experiences together, or enjoy some adult time, knowing your
children are safely entertained.
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Nature Discovery Centre
Amanyara’s Nature Discovery Centre offers
programs for all ages. Surrounded by a rich and
vibrant Marine National Park and Nature Preserve,
it is the perfect place to explore the unique
wildlife on land and underwater! Experience our
nature walks, guided snorkel trips, diving, earth
talks, out island adventures, and take part in our
Nature Conservancy initiatives. Give children
the opportunity to explore and learn through our
youth adventure programs. Facilities also include
a children’s pool, a jungle gym and club house.
For children aged 12 and over adventures on
the water include a mangrove paddle safari at
Frenchman’s Creek, Southwest Bluff Cliff and
cave exploration, snorkelling ocean exploration,
snorkelling GoPro underwater photography,
snorkelling Sea Bob tours, paddle boarding, kite
surf camps, PADI introductory dive camps, Hobie
sailing academy.

Children aged between five and 12 years of age
can take to the water with the NDC’s Learn to Sail
Academy, Swim Camp, and Kitesurf Kids Lesson
(ages seven +).

Meanwhile, on land, the NDC organizes nature
photography, mountain bike excursions to North
West Point, island safaris, and Go Pro movie
making!

For creative souls, the NDC provides the perfect
place from which to let artists express themselves
with nature art, nature journaling and stop
animation movie making - just a few of the
activities on offer in Amanyara’s cultural hub.

Those who prefer staying ashore can partake in
Amanyara’s shoreline scavenger hunts, Rocky
Shore critter safari, night-time critter safari and
gardening in Amanyara’s extensive organic
garden. To get up close and personal with nature,
the NDC’s Birds of the Islands, Animals of the
Islands, Sea Animals of the Islands and Plants
of the Islands programs offer the perfect childfriendly wilderness experience.
NDC creates programs to showcase our youths
athletic skills in tennis, boxing, soccer, and
basketball. Along with wellness bootcamps, youth
yoga and meditation classes that are offered to
our young adults.
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Cooking Classes
Join our experienced chefs for fun in the kitchen
and enjoy learning the foundations of cooking.
Children will enjoy create and decorate giant
cookies, brownies, and smoothies while teens
(and adults!) can learn the art of pasta, bread,
cookie, ice-cream, and pizza making!

Movie Nights
By night, the cosy clubhouse space transforms
into a comfortable cinema space. Here children
of all ages can relax following a busy day
with a family-friendly film enjoyed alongside
freshly made popcorn under the supervision of
Amanyara’s Clubhouse team.

The Clubhouse
Reconnect as a family doing all the things you did
as a kid. The Clubhouse offers an indoor games
room, an outdoor soccer pitch, beach volleyball,
basketball, and tennis courts.
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Youth Yoga
Within the realm of yoga, there is something for
everyone. Yoga is a fantastic choice of exercise for
children with breathing and meditation exercises
introduced in the sessions foster calmness.
The effects on psychological well-being can be
enormous allowing children to develop their
confidence and self-esteem, as well as learn
the values of trust, teamwork and self-control.
Amanyara’s Youth Yoga relieves stress and
improves overall health, helping the children be
more well-balanced.
Mindful Meditation
Teaching children to look after their minds is just
as important as teaching them to care for their
bodies. Introducing children to meditation early
on can help them learn how to calm their minds
and use healthy coping mechanisms for the
rest of their lives. Sometimes getting a child to
sit in quiet stillness is not as easy as it looks. At
Amanyara, we explore the basics of meditation
and the benefits and how to give children of all
ages the tools they need to practice.
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Intro to Pilates
For children, Pilates assists with physical and
emotional development, improving balance
and coordination as they grow. By practising
Pilates, muscles become more flexible and
stronger, allowing healthy development of the
musculoskeletal system which in turn, improves
sports performance and prevents injuries. Pilates
can also develop a child’s interpersonal skills and
confidence. For the youngest children, Pilates
helps build self-assurance in the performance
of the exercises by creating patterns of motion
and using their imagination; this also increases
attention span, thus developing concentration
skills.
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Culinary Journey
In Amanyara’s mesmerising setting, dining isn’t
limited to in the Restaurant. Using seasonal ingredients
from the resort’s aquaponic garden, guests can dine
in a number of private locations or even learn to cook
themselves alongside our executive chefs.
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Private Dining
Private dining is available daily from 7am until
10pm for guests in the comfort of their own
Pavilion, on the beach, or anywhere else. Enjoy
a starlit dinner in a secluded cove, a private
beach BBQ with your own bonfire, or a cliff-top
overlooking the ocean. Wherever you dine, a
discreet host will be on hand. Plan your menu
with our executive chefs to ensure every detail
is perfect.

Mixology Classes
Join our master mixologist in the Bar as
he creates unique, handcrafted cocktails.
Incorporating a number of locally sourced
ingredients and homemade syrups, An mixologist
will guide you through the process of creating
bespoke creations, tailored to your palette. During
the one hour session, guests will learn about
spirits, how to balance flavour profiles and how
to showcase local ingredients. For a child-friendly
class, mocktail are also an option providing a fun
bonding activity for all the family.
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Ya c h t C h a r t e r s
What better way to reveal the beauty of the island than
b y b o a t ? Ta k i n g t o t h e w a t e r o n a p r i v a t e c h a r t e r , y o u ’ l l
explore hidden coves, cruising through the warm sea
breeze with a Captain at the helm to ensure every aspect
of your adventure is completely seamless. Please contact
the Amanyara team for more details and prices.

Vessel: 26ft Hurricane

Private Boat Charters with Captain Greg
Vessels: 26ft Hurricane Tri Hull
In the safe hands of Captain Greg, an Island
Discovery Cruise is available for a full or half day
and offers an uncompromising opportunity to
discover the beautiful beaches and coastline of
Providenciales and to marvel the surrounding
islands and cays. Experience deserted beaches,
spectacular views, world-class snorkeling and
indulge in a well-earned picnic lunch.
Alternatively, the Sunset Cruise allows guests
to glide along the Grace Bay area to enjoy an
iconic Turks and Caicos sunset, gazing out to
the horizon as the turquoise waters turn shades
of orange and the day turns to dusk. Sip cool
champagne, take in the views and savor every
moment with your closest family and friends.
36
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Live & Direct (40ft power catamaran)

Vessel: White Sands (42ft power catamaran)

Private Boat Charters with Big Blue
Vessels: White Sands (42ft power catamaran),
Live & Direct (40ft power catamaran), Little Chill
& Lady T (2 x dual console twin 300HP Yamaha
World Cats), Serenity (47ft Intrepid 475 Yacht)
Big Blue specialise in private charters with
itineraries designed to take a relaxed Island
Cruise and Lunch Trip to explore the nearby
uninhabited island of West Caicos. Experience
its famous waters, reefs, beaches and secluded
coves before enjoying a gourmet lunch and
soaking up the sun.
Departing at 9am and returning at 4pm this
full day experience allows guests to snorkel sea
caves, hike inland to Lake Catherine, or paddle
board along the sheltered coast.

Alternatively, a Caicos Cay Cruise takes guests
across a string of beautiful cays and snorkeling
reef that run between Provo and North Caicos.
Visit an Iguana sanctuary, take your pick of
beaches and learn about the marine life and local
ecology on either a small group or private trip.

Vessel: Serenity (47ft Intrepid 475 Yacht)

For snorkeling fans, the Snorkel and Beach Cruise
is a three-hour trip that provides the best of both
worlds, with a relaxing cruise south along the
West Coast of Provo before a snorkel exploration
of the beaches and coastline of South Blugg and
Pirates Cove.
All trips with Big Blue include homemade sweet
and savory snacks, alcoholic beverages and lunch
for full day charters. Whale watching trips are
also available from January to March.

Vessel: Little Chill & Lady T (2 x dual console twin
300HP Yamaha World Cats)

For the more adventurous, the Edge of the Banks
Adventure is a firm favourite allowing guests
to uncover the best of the island by water. Visit
either French Cay or West Caicos to snorkel the
dramatic reefs found around the edge of the
Caicos Banks to discover a wide range of tropical
marine life and corals.
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Purra Vida HPC Power Catamaran

Azimut 80 Luxury Motor Yacht
Hydrasports 53 Custom
Hydrasports 53 Cust Hydrasports 53
Custom om

Luxury Yacht Charter with PRIVÉ Fine
Ocean Charters
Vessels: Azimut 80 Luxury Motor Yacht, Intrepid
400 Sports Yacht, Hydrasports 53 Custom,
Purra Vida HPC Power Catamaran

Alternatively, PRIVÉ’s fleet of other luxury vessels
provide full or half-day adventures at sea in
utmost style and comfort with fully customisable
itineraries. Choose from two sports vessels or the
Purra Vida Catamaran for up to eight guests.

Dedicated to bringing the finest product and
services to its distinguished and discerning
guests PRIVÉ offer Amanyara guests a variety of
choices to customize their charter.
A luxury charter like no other, trips on board the
Azimut 80’ include the following: beach cruising,
sightseeing, snorkeling, scuba diving, sport
fishing, bottom fishing, stand-up paddleboards
and jet skiing with all Azimut charters. The
Azimut 80’ is available for a full day for up to 10
guests at Grace Bay, North West Point or West
Caicos for an experience on the water, in absolute
luxury.
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Angler Management (48ft Ocean Super Sport Open Express)

Dream Aweigh (46ft Power Catamaran)

Private Charters with Kenard Cruises
Vessels: Dream Aweigh (46ft Power Catamaran)
The alluring waters of the Turks and Caicos
Islands are the perfect destination to spend
a rejuvenating day in consummate luxury on
board a private cruise. Captain Kenard and
his experienced crew are on hand to cater to
your every need on 46 foot / 14-meter power
catamaran, Dream Aweigh. Explore the islands
between Providenciales and North Caicos,
in ultimate comfort, with the possibility to
customize each trip with stop-offs at Parrot Cay
Beach, Fort George Cay, Sand Dollar Point, Pine
Cay, Iguana Island and snorkel reefs found around
Providenciales. Jet Skiing and Tubing can also be
added for an additional charge. Choose from the
range of cruises listed below:
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Full Day 9:00 - 16:00 or 10:00 - 17:00
A full day on board Dream Aweigh includes a full
lunch with lobster (when in season) and both soft
and alcoholic drinks.

Fishing Charters with Grand Slam

Half Day 9:00 - 13:00 or 13:30 - 17:30
Half day cruises include a light lunch and both
soft and alcoholic drinks.

A family-operated business, Grand Slam Charters
knows how important it is to make every fishing
trip the most memorable yet. Finding pride in the
islands, their crew and the waters that surround,
though Grand Slam may not be able to guarantee
fish, they will ensure an unforgettable adventure
on their Angler.

Private Sunset Cruise 16:30 – 18:30
Sunset cruises include on bottle of wine or
champagne, rum punch and beer.
Private Sunset Dinner 17:30 – 20:30
Private sunset dinners include a 3-course meal
with fresh lobster (when in season), champagne,
wine and a choice of premium drinks.

Vessels: Angler Management
(48ft Ocean Super Sport Open Express)

Unlike deep sea fishing which takes place
offshore, sports fishing usually takes place either
inside of the outer reef or just outside the reef,
where the deep water teems with wildlife. “Green
Water” Reef bottom fishing in Turks and Caicos
is a wonderful way to enjoy a day at sea for the
whole family. After a 30-minute trip across the
nature reserve, arrive at the inner reef where
coral heads are brimming with all types and sizes
of stunning tropical fish. Full or half day fishing
charters are available with refreshments and soft
drinks included.

Turks and Caicos offers exceptional fishing
throughout the year, voted “World’s Best” for
marlin, yellowfin tuna, mahi mahi and monster
wahoo – all within just 2 miles of the “World’s
Best Beach.” Choose from a range of fishing
techniques including Offshore or Deep-Sea
Fishing, known as ‘the sport of kings,’ or Sports
Fishing & Bottom Fishing.
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38ft Donzi

48ft Viking

Fishing Charters with Catch the Wave
Vessels: 38ft Donzi, 35ft Marlin,
27ft Hurricane, 48ft Viking
Catch the Wave offer a range of vessels for
Deep-Sea and Bottom Fishing offering full or
half-day adventures with snacks, soft drinks
and beer included. But for a truly authentic
island experience, try Bonefishing, which brings
together skill and finesse for an adrenalinefilled afternoon. With more than 40 miles of
shallow water flats, Turks and Caicos offers the
ultimate experience with guaranteed catches
on your first day. Catch the Wave Charter
offer all the necessary equipment to ensure an
active afternoon in the clear waters surrounding
Amanyara.

35ft Marlin

7ft Hurricane
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Sailing Charters with Sail Beluga
Vessels: Beluga (40ft catamaran)
A 40 foot / 12-meter Polynesian catamaran
designed and built specifically to sail the
tropics, Beluga is the longest running and most
experienced sailing charter vessel in the islands.
After more than 25 years traversing the Turks and
Caicos Islands, once you board Beluga, all worries
will be left behind with a highly qualified Captain
who can navigate the waters with both ease and
excitement.
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Beluga can accommodate up to eight guests. All
cruises include snorkel equipment and both soft
and alcoholic beverages. Morning and afternoon
cruises enjoy light refreshments while full day
cruises include a French style picnic lunch. Sailing
adventures leave from Leeward Marina. Choose
your length of cruise from the timings below:
Morning Cruise 9:00 – 13:00
Afternoon Cruise 14:00 – sunset
Full Day Cruise 10:00 – sunset

Yacht Charter with Poseidon
Vessels: Calypso (51ft Sea Ray)
Poseidon Charters provides luxury yacht charters
around the Turks & Caicos islands, specializing in
private, half, 3/4 and full day private charters as
well as sunset cruises on request. The Poseidon
crew is local to the islands, and having over
14 years’ experience, are on hand to create
unforgettable experiences – whether chartering
with friends, family or as a couple.

For those seeking a high-energy charter,
Poseidon’s 51’ Sea Ray, Calypso is equipped
with all the necessary modern amenities for
a fun-filled day on the water. From adventure
snorkelling and island hopping to simply relaxing
on deck, with a cold drink in hand, listening to
music from the best entertainment systems,
guests are in good hands on board Calypso.
Pickups can also be arranged from Amanyara’s
beach.
Half Day 4 hours
Full Day 8 hours
3/4 Day 6 hours
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